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this android emulator for windows is also known as bluestacks. it is one of the most popular
emulators for android. the reason for this is that it supports a wide range of android games and it
also supports win 7 and 8.1. for starters, bluestacks is a simple to use android emulator. you just
need to download the android emulator on your computer, run the setup and you are good to go.

also, this android emulator is compatible with windows 8.1, windows 7 and windows vista. bluestacks
is also a highly resource-consuming emulator. this is because it is designed to imitate the android os.
and to imitate it, bluestacks requires a lot of resources. so, if you are using an old windows computer
with a low-end processor, then bluestacks is not the best option for you. however, if you are using a
modern system then bluestacks is one of the best android emulators for windows. also, bluestacks
supports almost all android versions. so, if you are an android user and you own an android device,
then you can also use bluestacks to play any android games on your computer. and one of the best
things about bluestacks is that it comes with an in-built app store. you can install any android game

or app from the app store and play them from within the emulator. gameloop (tencent gaming
buddy) is another android emulator developed by tencent. the company has developed this emulator
to help its users play pubg mobile games. gameloop is a dedicated gaming emulator that is built for

desktop pcs. and it has been built in the same manner as bluestacks. so, if you are comfortable
using bluestacks, then gameloop is a perfect match for you. you can use gameloop to play any
android game, but it only supports android 7.1.2. so, if you own an android device running on

android 7.2 or lower, then gameloop might not be the best option for you. also, gameloop is not a
resource-intensive emulator and hence it can run smoothly on any windows operating system. but if
you are using a modern windows system with a powerful processor, then gameloop is one of the best

android emulators for windows.
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